SANDBACH
CW11 4SU
3 ARCLID SHIRE BARNS
REYNOLDS LANE
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£565,000
MISREPRESENTATION ACT 1967.
Messrs Wright Marshall for themselves and for the vendors or Lessors of this property, whose agents they are, give notice that:
1. The particulars are set out as general outline only for the guidance of intending purchasers, and do not constitute, nor constitute part of, an
offer or contract.
2. All descriptions and references to condition and necessary permissions for use and occupation, and other details are given in good faith and are
believed to be correct but any intending purchasers or tenants should not rely on them as statements or representations of fact but must satisfy
themselves by inspection or otherwise as to the correctness of each of them.
3. No person in the employment of Messrs. Wright Marshall has any authority to make any representation whatever in relation to this property.

www.wrightmarshall.co.uk
Knutsford@wrightmarshall.co.uk
T. 01565 621624

A superb four bedroom barn conversion with a 2 acre paddock and range of outbuildings,
including a stable block and a brick built double, garage, occupying a charming rural position
on the outskirts of Sandbach, enjoying wonderful views and splendid country walks.

LOCATION
Sandbach is a historical market town nestled in the heart of the Cheshire countryside. Its
16th century cobbled market square plays host to weekly markets and a number of craft
fairs during the summer months. It also boasts a good selection of independent specialist
shops as well as the popular high street names, there are a number of supermarkets
including Waitrose, Aldi and Co-op and a thriving indoor market.
The town benefits from fantastic transport links with Junction 17 of the M6 less than a mile
away making travel to Holmes Chapel, Congleton and other surrounding towns easy. The
property is within walking distance to the bus route, making the two mile journey to the town
centre quick and convenient. For city centre shopping Manchester is approximately 40
minutes away and the attractive walled city of Chester is less than 30 miles away.

DIRECTIONS
From Junction 17 of the M6 take the A534 signposted Congleton. Upon reaching the
roundabout continue straight on, taking the third exit onto Old Mill Road/A534. After 3/4 of a
mile turn right onto Church Lane (signposted Chimney House Hotel. Follow the road, going
past the church on your right hand side, following the road around the right-hand bend. Take
the left-hand turning into Reynolds Lane and After passing Reynolds Farm take the private
drive on the left, continue for a short distance until the property can be found on the left
hand side.

DESCRIPTION
Arclid Shires Barns is a charming scheme of three properties, situated at the end of a
private lane within a delightful Rural position, on the outskirts of popular historic market town
of Sandbach.
The property, which is a four bedroom semi-detached barn conversion, sits in
approximately 2 acres of beautifully maintained grounds, comprising of a private garden,a
large paddock and includes a range of outbuildings, including a brick built double garage,
and large L-shaped stable block, comprising three loose boxes, a secure tack room and a
tractor barn.
The house offers smartly appointed and well balanced accommodation laid over two floors.
On the Ground Floor Level, a wide and spacious Reception Hallway with a high vaulted
ceiling, provides access to a recently refitted Kitchen / Breakfast Room (and adjoining Utility
Room), fitted with attractive grey coloured ‘Shaker style’ cabinets with contrasting
worktops, incorporating a breakfast bar and a combination of integrated and freestanding
appliances.
There are three Reception rooms on the Ground floor, including a generous Sitting Room
with windows to three sides, and a central exposed brick fireplace with reclaimed timber
mantle, housing a cast iron wood burning stove.
Externally: The property is approached from the lane onto a shared
The Dining Room enjoys access via double French Doors to a rear courtyard, for which the
use is shared with the neighbouring properties. The third, and smallest of the Reception
rooms is currently used a Music / Play room, but could be utilised as a second Sitting room
or Home office.
On the First Floor level there are four Bedrooms, including a spacious Master Bedroom with
porthole windows overlooking both the rear and side elevations. The Master Bedroom ensuite is fitted with a three piece suite comprising a fully tiled shower enclosure, a period
style pedestal wash basin and a low-level WC. The three smaller Bedrooms share the use
of a family Bathroom finished in stone effect tiling, and fitted with a three piece suite,
comprising a panelled bath with mixer tap and shower over, a period style sanitary ware.

EXTERNALLY
The property is approached from the Lane onto a shared gravel driveway, which in turn
leads to a brick built detached Garage with parking space for at least two cars at the front.
Beyond the garage there is vehicular access to the paddock and stables, all with the benefit
of power and water supply. There is a concrete hard-standing to the side of the stables
and a large expanse of gravel driveway.

TENURE
We believe the tenure of the property to be Freehold

SERVICES
We believe the following services to be connected : Electricity, underground LPG tank ,
water is a soak away and Septic tank.

VIEWINGS
Strictly by appointment with the Agents Knutsford office :
Telephone; 01565 621624
Email ; knutsford@wrightmarshall.co.uk

MARKET APPRAISAL
"Thinking of Selling"? Wright Marshall have the experience and local knowledge to offer you
a free marketing appraisal of your own property without obligation. Budgeting your move is
probably the first step in the moving process. It is worth remembering that we may already
have a purchaser waiting to buy your home.

FINANCIAL ADVICE
We can help you fund your new purchase with mortgage advice!
** Contact one of our sales team today on 01565 621624, pop in to chat further at our
friendly Knutsford Office at 1 Princess Street, Knutsford, WA16 6BY or email us if this is
more convenient initially on; knutsford@wrightmarshall.co.uk, so we can discuss your
requirements further **
For whole of market mortgage advice with access to numerous deals and exclusive rates
not available on the high street, please ask a member of the Wright Marshall, Knutsford team
for more information.
Your home may be repossessed if you do not keep up repayments on your mortgage.

